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Originally introduced by Gödel in the eponymous Dialectica journal in 1958 [6], the Dialectica transformation was a tentative workaround to the then-perceived cataclysm of the
incompleteness theorems. As classical logic could not be considered a firm ground for the
foundations of mathematics anymore, one had to rely upon constructive arguments.
Similarly to its predecessor, the double-negation translation, Dialectica aimed at providing
classical logic with computational roots, through a transformation of HA into system T [1].
Unlike the double-negation translation, Dialectica is more fine-grained. Indeed, while retaining
the disjunction and existence properties of intuitionistic logic, Dialectica realizes two semiclassical principles, namely Markov’s principle (MP) and independence of premises (IP), which,
given any decidable proposition P on natural numbers, are usually stated as:
MP

¬(∀nN . ¬P n)

(∀mN . P m) → ∃nN . R n

∃nN . P n

∃nN . (∀mN . P m) → R n

IP

While representing a major breakthrough at the time of its publication, the Dialectica
transformation looks rather bizarre by modern standards of proof theory. First, as already
observed by then [3], the translation of the contraction rule required the atomic propositions
to be decidable. Second, and more worrisome in the Curry-Howard paradigmatic view, the
translation does not preserve β-equivalence.
In her PhD thesis [2], De Paiva proposed a categorical presentation of the Dialectica translation that somehow solved both issues at once. This presentation made the crucial observation
that the original Dialectica could be understood as a translation acting over linear logic rather
than intuitionistic logic, using Girard’s historical call-by-name decomposition of the arrow [4].
This categorical presentation led to more intricate constructions [9, 8], allowing both to factorize models of linear logic from the literature through this Dialectica-like transformation, and to
easily design new ones by following the same pattern.
Conversely, and strangely enough, to the best of our knowledge, the Dialectica translation
by itself did not benefit from this categorical apparatus. In particular, a clear understanding
of the computational effects at work in the translation remained to be found. What does the
program corresponding to the translation of a proof actually do?
We answer this legitimate question by providing our own syntactical, untyped presentation
of Dialectica in a slightly extended λ-calculus, based on De Paivas’s work. It happens that
the very computational content of this translation can be easily explained thanks to the usual
Krivine abstract machine (KAM) with closures, in an approach quite similar to the one of
classical realizability [10, 12]. Essentially, Dialectica allows to capture the current stack of the
machine when accessing a variable in the environment.
This feature can be seen as a weak form of delimited control, embodied by the operator
M : (A ⇒ B) ⇒ A ⇒ ∼B ⇒ M(∼A)
where ∼X denotes the type of stacks of X and MX the finite multiset over X. Here, stacks
are given a first-class citizenship and made inspectable, which is fairly stronger than the usual
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arrow type of continuations. Given any function f : A ⇒ B, any argument t : A and any return
stack π : ∼B, M f t π computes the multiset of stacks {ρ1 , . . . , ρn } where each ρi is the current
stack of the machine for each corresponding use of t by f , delimited by π.
There is an intriguing mismatch, though. Indeed, the KAM produces the stacks in a definite
order, because of the sequentiality of the reduction, but the Dialectica translation does not,
because it constructs a multiset instead of a list. Yet, there is no obvious way to tweak the
Dialectica transformation to recover the sequentiality in the list of produced stacks. This defect
actually seems deeply rooted in the linear decomposition itself.
Our syntactical presentation has the advantage to be compatible with the usual constructions around λ-calculus. For instance, we can easily apply it to more complicated settings, like
dependent types. We obtain a Dialectica translation for CCω [11] almost trivially. The translation is also applicable to the dependent elimination of inductives, hinting towards a translation
for the full-fledged CIC system.
In a more general way, the dependently-typed Dialectica gives interesting hindsights into
what could be (or not) linear dependent types, and provides more generally enlightening intuitions about effects and continuations in a dependent type theory. Finally, we believe that
we could design similar transformations inspired by its computational content able to provide
well-behaved versions of delimited control.
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